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ABSTRACT  

 

Introduction: The aim of this study was to investigate affective responses to repeated 

sessions of sprint interval training (SIT) in comparison with moderate-intensity continuous 

training (MICT) in insulin resistant subjects. Methods: Twenty-six insulin resistant adults 

(age: 49 (4) years, 10 women) were randomized into SIT (n=13) or MICT (n=13) groups. 

Subjects completed six supervised training sessions within 2 weeks (SIT session: 4-6 × 30 s 

all-out cycling/4-min recovery; MICT session: 40-60 min at 60% peak work load). Perceived 

exertion, stress and affective state were assessed with questionnaires prior to, during and after 

each training session. Results: Perceived exertion, displeasure, and arousal were higher 

during the SIT compared with MICT sessions (all p < 0.01). These, however, alleviated 

similarly in response to SIT and MICT over the six days of training (all p < 0.05). SIT versus 

MICT exercise increased perceived stress and decreased positive affect and feeling of 

satisfaction acutely after exercise especially in the beginning of the intervention (all p < 0.05). 

These negative responses declined significantly during the training period: perceived stress 

and positive activation were no longer different between the training groups after the third, 

and satisfaction after the fifth training session (p > 0.05). Conclusion: The perceptual and 

affective responses are more negative both during and acutely after SIT compared with MICT 

in untrained insulin resistant adults. These responses, however, show significant 

improvements already within six training sessions indicating rapid positive affective and 

physiological adaptations to continual exercise training, both SIT and MICT. These findings 

suggest that even very intense SIT is mentally tolerable alternative for untrained people with 

insulin resistance.  
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INTRODUCTION 1	

 2	

Regular physical exercise is a key component for management of type 2 diabetes mellitus 3	

(T2DM) (1). The prevailing recommendations for physical activity, i.e. minimum of 150 min 4	

of moderate-intensity physical activity per week spread over three to five sessions (2), 5	

improve glycaemic control in individuals with T2DM (3), yet most diabetic patients fail to 6	

achieve the required volume. It has been suggested that patients with T2DM would benefit 7	

from greater exercise intensities (4). The mounting evidence show that submaximal high-8	

intensity interval training (HIIT) and supramaximal sprint interval training (SIT) elicit 9	

comparable or even superior metabolic and cardiovascular improvements as traditional 10	

moderate-intensity continuous exercise (MICT) (5–7), and are feasible options also for 11	

prevention and treatment of T2DM (8). HIIT involves alternating short (1−4 min) bouts of 12	

activity performed at near-maximal intensity (80-95 % of maximal heart rate) with recovery 13	

periods or light exercise. SIT is a form of HIIT, where the work intervals are shorter (≤ 30 s) 14	

and performed at maximal intensity in “all-out” manner (6). Thus, SIT differs with respect to 15	

volume and intensity from HIIT, and may represent even more time-efficient alternative for 16	

improving cardiovascular fitness. Already two weeks of SIT improves glycaemic control in 17	

healthy adults (9–11) and in insulin resistant individuals (12) as well as in patients with 18	

T2DM (13). The strenuous nature of SIT however, has raised concerns regarding its 19	

tolerability for sedentary people (14).  20	

 Pleasure and enjoyment motivate participation (15,16) and adherence to regular 21	

physical exercise (17–19). Moderate-intensity training is associated with positive affective 22	

changes (20) whereas higher exercise intensities are usually accompanied with increased 23	

negative affect (21). Affective responses of intense intermittent exercise have remained more 24	

disputable, most likely due to variety of studied interval training protocols, the age, sex, 25	



fitness level, and exercise background of the study participants (22–28). Our previous 26	

intervention study showed that SIT versus MICT induced higher perceived exertion, 27	

displeasure, and negative affective responses during and acutely after exercise in untrained, 28	

healthy, middle-aged men, however these negative responses started to decline already within 29	

six training sessions (22). To our knowledge, the perceptions of SIT in comparison with 30	

MICT have not been assessed in diabetic individuals.  31	

Somatic health may affect the perceptual responses to exercise. For instance, 32	

T2DM may increase the feelings of fatigue (29), depression, and anxiety (30), and 33	

additionally, rapid fluctuations in blood glucose may cause impaired mood and cognitive 34	

functions (31). As such symptoms can interfere with daily activities as well as exercise 35	

tolerance and adherence (29), they could also exaggerate exercise effort (32), and hence 36	

exacerbate the aversion of strenuous exercise such as SIT. Furthermore, obesity and poor 37	

cardiorespiratory fitness, which typically coincide with diabetes, may also worsen the decline 38	

in affect (33). Although recent findings suggest that HIIT may be feasible exercise option in 39	

individuals with prediabetes (34), the repeated SIT-induced perceptual adaptation in this 40	

patient group lacks empirical evidence. Given the positive impact of SIT on insulin sensitivity 41	

as well as favourable perceptual responses of shorter high-intensity intervals (35), the aim of 42	

the present study was to investigate the affective responses to repeated sessions of SIT in 43	

untrained insulin resistant individuals. As a secondary analysis, the responses were compared 44	

to SIT-induced affective responses in inactive but healthy individuals by combining data from 45	

our previous study that used similar research design (22). We hypothesized that among 46	

insulin resistant subjects, SIT would cause higher perceived exertion and more negative affect 47	

compared to MICT, both during and after exercise, but that these would alleviate over the 48	

repeated sessions of exercise. In comparison with healthy individuals, we hypothesized that 49	



SIT would result in higher perceived exertion and negative affect among insulin resistant 50	

individuals. 51	

 52	

METHODS 53	

 54	

The present study was a part of a larger study entitled “The effects of short-time high-55	

intensity interval training on tissue glucose and fat metabolism in healthy subjects and in 56	

patients with type 2 diabetes” (NCT01344928). The study was conducted at the Turku PET 57	

Centre, University of Turku and Turku University Hospital (Turku, Finland) according to the 58	

Declaration of Helsinki, and the study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the 59	

Hospital District of South-West Finland (decision 95/180/2010 §228).  60	

 61	

Subjects  62	

Participants were recruited via local newspaper advertisements. The inclusion criteria 63	

consisted of age 40-55 years, body mass index 18.5-35 kg·m-2, blood pressure ≤ 160/100 64	

mmHg, sedentary lifestyle (exercise twice a week or less, peak oxygen uptake VO2peak ≤ 40 65	

ml·kg-1·min-1), and impaired glucose tolerance according to the criteria of the American 66	

Diabetes Association (36) and HbA1c less than 7.5 mmol/l. The exclusion criteria consisted of 67	

regular use of tobacco products, significant use of alcohol and a condition that could 68	

potentially endanger the participant’s health during the study or interfere with the 69	

interpretation of the results. After careful interview and medical examination including ECG 70	

and oral glucose tolerance test, 26 subjects (age: 49 (4) years, BMI: 30.5 (2.7) kg·m-2 and 71	

VO2peak: 27.2 (4.6) ml·kg-1·min-1) met the eligibility criteria and were admitted into the study 72	

after providing written informed consent. 17 subjects (6 women) met the criteria of T2DM 73	

(36) and the remaining 9 (4 women) subjects met the criteria of prediabetes, having impaired 74	



fasting glucose and/or impaired glucose tolerance (36). The sample size is a reflection of 75	

related research on perceptual changes in response to repeated exercise (37). Participants were 76	

randomised for SIT and MICT with 1:1 allocation ratio, resulting in n=13 in SIT and n=13 in 77	

MICT group. Two subjects from the SIT group dropped out during the trial, one because of 78	

claustrophobic feelings during pre-intervention imaging procedures and one due to migraine 79	

during the first SIT session. Three subjects from the MICT group discontinued the trial due to 80	

personal reasons. Thus, 11 subjects in SIT and 10 subjects in MICT group finalized all their 81	

assigned training sessions. 82	

 In a subsequent analysis we compared the affective responses to exercise in 83	

these insulin resistant subjects and in age-matched healthy untrained subjects (age: 47 (5) 84	

years, BMI: 26.1 (2.5) kg·m-2 and VO2peak: 34.2 (4.1) ml·kg-1·min-1), who underwent similar 85	

exercise intervention and of which results have been reported previously (22). 86	

 87	

Training intervention  88	

The training intervention consisted of six supervised exercise sessions within two weeks. The 89	

SIT sessions comprised of warm-up and 4–6 × 30 s all out cycling efforts with 4 min recovery 90	

between bouts (Monark 894E, Vansbro, Sweden). The number of bouts was increased from 91	

four to five, and further to six after every other training session. Each bout started with a few 92	

seconds acceleration to maximal cadence without resistance, followed by a sudden increase of 93	

the load (10% of fat free mass in kg) and maximal cycling for 30 seconds. Participants were 94	

familiarised with SIT training during screening phase (2 × 30 s sprints). The MICT group 95	

performed continuous aerobic cycling for 40–60 min (Tunturi E85, Tunturi Fitness, Almere, 96	

The Netherlands) at the intensity of 60 % of peak workload. Training duration was increased 97	

from 40 to 50 min and further to 60 min after every other session. Blood lactate concentration 98	

was measured from capillary samples before and within 1 minute after each training session. 99	



 100	

Questionnaires and other measurements  101	

The perceptual and affective responses induced by exercise were assessed as previously 102	

described (22). Briefly, Borg’s Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) 6–20 scale and Self-103	

Assessment Manikin (SAM) rating scale (38) were administered repeatedly during each 104	

training session (before training session and after each sprint in the SIT group and in every 105	

ten minutes in the MICT group) to assess participants’ subjective exertion and feelings of 106	

affective valence (pleasantness versus unpleasantness) and arousal (calm versus excited). 107	

With RPE scale, the participants were instructed as follows: “While doing physical activity, 108	

we want you to rate your perception of exertion. This feeling should reflect how heavy and 109	

strenuous the exercise feels to you. Borg’s rating scale ranges from 6 to 20, where 6 means 110	

"no exertion at all" and 20 means "maximal exertion." Choose the number from the scale that 111	

best describes your level of exertion at that specific time point.” SAM is a nine-point pictorial 112	

assessment technique to measure core affect and it is easy to administer during exercise. Only 113	

the valence and arousal scales of SAM were used in the present study, with following 114	

instructions: “We want you to rate how pleasant or unpleasant you feel at certain time points. 115	

These caricatures show facial expressions ranging from very happy to very unhappy. Very 116	

happy face reflects feelings such as extreme happiness, pleasantness, or, hopefulness. Very 117	

unhappy face reflects feelings such as extreme sadness, displeasure, upset, or irritation. 118	

Choose the caricature that best describes your level of pleasure at that specific time point. We 119	

also want you to rate how calm or aroused you feel at certain time points.  These caricatures 120	

show physical signs ranging from sleepiness (eyes closed) to extreme activation (heart 121	

pounding). Sleepy caricature reflects very low activation state such as extreme calmness, 122	

relaxation, sleepiness or slowness. Heart ponding caricature reflects very high activation state 123	



such as extreme excitement, enthusiasm, restlessness or anger. Choose the caricature that best 124	

describes your level of arousal at that specific time point.”  125	

The Perceived Stress Questionnaire (PSQ) (39), the Positive and Negative 126	

Affect Schedule (PANAS) (40) and a visual analogue scale (VAS; separate scales for tension, 127	

irritation, pain, exhaustion, satisfaction and motivation to exercise) with extreme statements 128	

anchored at each end (i.e. not at all irritated to extremely irritated) were administered prior to 129	

and within five minutes after each training session to measure changes in experienced stress 130	

and pleasant versus unpleasant emotions. Participants were asked to respond to each scale in 131	

terms of how they felt at that moment.  132	

VO2peak test was performed as previously described in details by Kiviniemi et al. 133	

(41) on a bicycle ergometer (Ergoline 800s; VIASYS Healthcare, Germany) before the 134	

intervention and about 96 hours after the last training session at the Paavo Nurmi Centre, 135	

University of Turku, Turku, Finland. The test started at 50 W and followed by an increase of 136	

30 W every 2 minutes until volitional exhaustion. Ventilation and gas exchange were 137	

measured (Jaeger Oxycon Pro; VIASYS Healthcare, Germany) and reported as the mean 138	

value per minute. The peak respiratory exchange ratio was ≥ 1.17, and the peak blood lactate 139	

concentration, measured from capillary samples immediately and 1 minute after exhaustion 140	

(analysed using YSI 2300 Stat Plus; YSI Incorporated Life Sciences, Yellow Springs, OH, 141	

USA), was ≥ 7.4 mmol/L for all the tests. The highest 1-minute mean value of oxygen 142	

consumption was defined as VO2peak. Peak workload (Loadpeak) was calculated as an average 143	

workload during the last 2 min of the test and used as a measure of maximal performance. 144	

Body composition was measured by bioimpedance monitor (InBody 720, Mega Electronics 145	

Ltd., Kuopio, Finland). 146	

 147	

Statistical analyses  148	



Statistical analyses were performed using SAS System for Windows 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., 149	

Cary, NC). The training adaptations (VO2peak test results) were assessed with hierarchical 150	

linear mixed model with training (pre vs. post intervention) as within- subjects factor and 151	

group (SIT vs. MICT) as between-subjects factor. Because of positively and negatively 152	

skewed distributions, PANAS negative, tension, and irritation values were log-transformed, 153	

pain was square root -transformed, and motivation x2-transformed prior to statistical analyses. 154	

The changes in the parameters measured during exercise (RPE, valence, and arousal) were 155	

analysed with hierarchical linear mixed model where bout (pre-exercise score and 1-4 156	

maximal sprints in the SIT group, and pre-exercise score and 10, 20, 30, and 40 min time 157	

intervals in the MICT group) and training session (1-6) were used as within- subjects factors 158	

and group as between-subjects factor. These time points were selected for analysis, since they 159	

were completed across all six sessions of training. Unstructured covariance structure was used 160	

for bout and compound symmetry covariance structure for session. The diabetes status 161	

(T2DM/prediabetes) and sex were used as additional between factors for the analyses. The 162	

changes in the parameters measured before and after every training session (PSQ, PANAS 163	

and VAS scores, and lactate) were analysed with hierarchical linear mixed model including 164	

session (1-6) and time (pre vs. post exercise) as within-factors and group (SIT vs. MICT) as 165	

between-factor. Unstructured covariance structure was used for session and compound 166	

symmetry covariance structure for time. The diabetes status (T2DM/prediabetes) and sex 167	

were used as additional main factors for the analyses. Subjects with one value, but another 168	

missing (drop outs, technical problems) are included in this model, thus model-based mean 169	

(SAS least square means) values are reported for all the parameters. Linear model was used to 170	

test the association between the affective parameters and the changes in VO2peak and Loadpeak. 171	

Model included the mean value of the PSQ, PANAS, and VAS scores measured before every 172	

training session as covariate and group as between-subject factor and the change in VO2peak 173	



and Loadpeak as the dependent variables. An alpha level of p ≤ 0.05 and two-sides tests was 174	

used in all statistical testing.  175	

 In the subsequent analyses the affective measures were compared between 176	

insulin resistant subjects from this study to previously reported results in age-matched healthy 177	

untrained men (22). Statistical analyses for RPE, valence, and arousal values after the fourth 178	

maximal sprint in the SIT groups and after 40 min in the MICT groups (because those were 179	

measured in all six sessions) were performed using hierarchical mixed linear model with 180	

unstructured covariance structure, including one within-factor (sessions), two between-factors 181	

[diabetes status (healthy or insulin resistant) and group (SIT or MICT)], and their interaction 182	

terms. To avoid too complicated statistical model, analyses for PSQ, PANAS and VAS 183	

scores, and lactate were performed separately for the values measured before and after the 184	

exercise sessions. Also these were analysed using hierarchical mixed linear model with 185	

unstructured covariance structure, including one within-factor (sessions), two between-factors 186	

[diabetes status (healthy or insulin resistant) and group (SIT or MICT)], and their interaction 187	

terms. The measurements for healthy subjects were performed between March 2011 and 188	

February 2013 and for insulin resistant subjects between February 2013 and November 2015. 189	

 190	

RESULTS 191	

 192	

Insulin resistant subject characteristics and training efficacy: 193	

The SIT and MICT groups were well matched at the baseline, based on the whole-body 194	

parameters (Table 1). Body mass, BMI, and fat free mass remained unchanged after two 195	

weeks of training whereas fat percent reduced (p=0.018, time). Loadpeak was improved in both 196	

groups (p<0.001, time), however the response of VO2peak was different between SIT and 197	

MICT (p=0.050 for group×time interaction), and only SIT improved VO2peak (p=0.013 for 198	



training effect in SIT). Lactate was higher after SIT than MICT (p<0.001 for group×time 199	

interaction, least squares means ± standard error: SITpre = 1.33 ± 0.28; SITpost = 14.22 ± 200	

0.29; MICTpre = 1.26 ± 0.26; MICTpost = 3.89 ± 0.26) (see Table SDC1, summary of the 201	

results of the linear mixed model). 202	

 203	

Affect and perception of exertion during exercise in insulin resistant subjects:  204	

The results are summarized in the Figure 1 and in the Table SDC2 (summary of the linear 205	

mixed model results). Perceived exertion (Fig. 1A) and arousal (Fig. 1C) increased and 206	

valence (Fig. 1B) decreased more in the SIT than MICT group during the training sessions 207	

(all p<0.05 for group×bout interaction). Perceived exertion (p<0.001, session) and arousal 208	

(p=0.024 for session×bout interaction) experienced during the exercise sessions decreased and 209	

affective valence increased (p<0.001, session) over the training period, but the effect was 210	

similar for SIT and MICT (Fig. 1D-1F). 211	

 212	

Affective responses before and after exercise and during the training intervention in insulin 213	

resistant subjects:  214	

Affective responses before and after exercise and during the training intervention are 215	

summarized in Figures 2 and in Table SDC1 (summary of the linear mixed model results). 216	

MICT sessions did not affect perceived stress (PSQ), but SIT sessions increased it. PSQ 217	

remained unaltered during the training period in the MICT group, but post-SIT stress declined 218	

towards the end of the training intervention (p=0.035 for group×session×time interaction; Fig. 219	

2A). PSQ scores were significantly higher after the first two SIT sessions than after the first 220	

two MICT sessions (all p<0.05), however from the third exercise session the difference of 221	

PSQ-ratings after exercise was no longer significant between SIT and MICT (p>0.05). In 222	

parallel, PANAS positive score decreased after the SIT sessions in the beginning of the 223	



intervention, but started to increase over the training period, whereas in the MICT group 224	

PANAS positive score was higher after the training yet declining towards the end of the 225	

intervention (p=0.014 for group×session×time interaction; Fig. 2B). PANAS positive score 226	

was significantly lower after the first two SIT sessions than after the first two MICT sessions 227	

(p<0.05), but from the third exercise session the difference of positive affect after exercise 228	

was no longer significant between SIT and MICT. Satisfaction was higher after versus before 229	

the training in the MICT group throughout the intervention, whereas in the SIT group both 230	

pre and post exercise satisfaction increased throughout the training period (p=0.031 for 231	

group×session×time interaction; Fig. 2C). Between the training modes, satisfaction was 232	

significantly lower after the first two and the fourth SIT sessions than after the corresponding 233	

MICT sessions (all p<0.05), but from the fifth exercise session no significant differences were 234	

observed (p>0.05). Pain increased in both groups after the training sessions but more in the 235	

SIT group, however also pain alleviated in the SIT group during the training period (p=0.033 236	

for group×session×time interaction; Fig. 2D). After MICT, motivation to exercise increased 237	

more than after SIT (p=0.006 for group×time interaction). Pre-training ratings of motivation 238	

to exercise declined during the training period until the last training session, but post-training 239	

ratings increased during the intervention similarly between the groups (p=0.047 for 240	

session×time interaction) (Fig. 2E). Exhaustion was higher after than before the training 241	

sessions (p=0.003, time) and varied between the training sessions (p=0.002, session) without 242	

significant interactions (Fig. 2F). PANAS negative score and feeling of tension varied 243	

between the training sessions (p=0.006 and 0.008, session, respectively) (Fig. 2G and Fig. 244	

2H). Exercise did not significantly affect the feeling of irritation (Fig. 2I). No significant 245	

associations were found between the acute exercise responses in affect and the changes in 246	

lactate, VO2peak or Loadpeak (correlation data not shown). 247	

 248	



Comparison of the affective responses between the insulin resistant subjects and the healthy 249	

subjects: 250	

The results are summarized in the Figures 3 and 4 and in the Tables SDC3 and SDC4 251	

(summaries of the linear mixed model results). Perceived exertion and arousal values after the 252	

fourth maximal SIT sprint and after 40 min of MICT were not different between the healthy 253	

and insulin resistant subjects (Fig. 3A and 3C). However, in the same time points the 254	

difference in valence between SIT and MICT was significantly larger in the insulin resistant 255	

subjects than in the healthy subjects (p=0.018 for group×diabetes status interaction) so that 256	

pleasantness after four bouts of SIT was lower in the insulin resistant subjects compared to 257	

healthy subjects (2.5 vs. 3.9), but higher after 40 min of MICT (5.9 vs. 5.1, respectively) over 258	

the training sessions (Fig. 3B). 259	

 The pre-training ratings of PSQ, PANAS, and VAS parameters were analysed 260	

separately from post-training ratings. Exhaustion before the training sessions varied 261	

differently between the healthy and insulin resistant subjects and SIT and MICT (p=0.047 for 262	

session×group×diabetes status interaction) during the intervention, but showed a decreasing 263	

trend towards the end of the training period so that all the groups were less exhausted before 264	

the last than before the first training session (Fig. 4A). Also the feelings of irritation before 265	

the training sessions varied differently between the healthy and insulin resistant subjects and 266	

SIT and MICT (p=0.047 for session×group×diabetes status interaction) during the 267	

intervention, but it did not differ significantly between the first and last training sessions. Pain 268	

ratings prior to training sessions varied differently between the healthy and insulin resistant 269	

subjects during the training intervention independently of training mode (p=0.017 for 270	

session×diabetes status interaction). The initial pain ratings in the first training session were 271	

higher in insulin resistant than in healthy subjects, however pre-exercise pain ratings 272	

alleviated only in insulin resistant subjects over the course of intervention (Fig. 4B). No other 273	



differences in pre-training affect ratings between healthy and insulin resistant subjects were 274	

observed. 275	

 The post training ratings of PSQ, PANAS, and VAS were considered to reflect 276	

the affective state stimulated by experienced exercise session. After SIT, PANAS positive 277	

scores significantly increased over the course of the intervention in the insulin resistant 278	

subjects, while remained unaltered among healthy subjects, whereas after MICT, PANAS 279	

positive score decreased in both healthy and insulin resistant subjects during the intervention 280	

(p=0.002 for session×group×diabetes status interaction) (Fig. 4C). Post-SIT pain ratings 281	

remained unchanged within healthy subjects but decreased significantly in the insulin 282	

resistant subjects during the intervention, whereas after MICT, the pain ratings did not change 283	

over the training period neither in healthy nor insulin resistant subjects (p=0.005 for 284	

session×group×diabetes status interaction) (Fig. 4D). No other differences in post-training 285	

affect ratings between healthy and insulin resistant subjects were observed. 286	

 287	

DISCUSSION  288	

 289	

Our main finding was that the levels of perceived exertion and arousal increased and 290	

pleasantness decreased during both exercise modes, but as hypothesized, significantly more 291	

steeply during SIT compared with MICT sessions in insulin resistant untrained adults. 292	

Perceived exertion alleviated and pleasantness increased towards the end of the training 293	

period and not differently between the training modes, suggesting that repeated sessions of 294	

exercise resulted in affective adaptation, the process of weakening of emotional responses 295	

over time. Furthermore, SIT acutely increased perceived stress and pain, and decreased 296	

positive affect more than MICT especially in the beginning of the training period. As the 297	

intervention progressed, perceived stress and pain experienced after SIT alleviated and 298	



positive affect and satisfaction increased to the level comparable to MICT. Our findings 299	

suggest, that in the beginning of training SIT feels worse than MICT during and acutely after 300	

the exercise session. However, mental and physiological adaptations occur already within a 301	

few exercise sessions leading to similar affective responses after both SIT and MICT. 302	

Consequently, even very strenuous SIT appears to be tolerable training method for insulin 303	

resistant adults.   304	

SIT-induced affective responses in people with insulin resistance have not been 305	

previously investigated. Previous research shows that interval training (SIT/HIIT) is 306	

physiologically a feasible alternative to MICT in the prevention and treatment of T2DM (8). 307	

Given that affective responses influence future physical activity behavior, at least during 308	

MICT (18), understanding SIT-induced perceptual and affective changes is important when 309	

evaluating the feasibility of SIT for T2DM patients. Higher exercise intensity parallels with 310	

higher exertion and displeasure during exercise (20,22,23,26). In line with our previous 311	

findings in healthy individuals (22), already the second bout of SIT increased ratings of 312	

perceived exertion and displeasure to higher level than what was observed during 40 minutes 313	

of MICT in insulin resistant subjects. Similarly, affective valence, i.e. pleasure, has 314	

consistently been reported lower also during HIIT versus MICT in inactive lean (26) and 315	

obese individuals (23) and in recreationally active individuals (25). Perceptual and affective 316	

responses to exercise may, at least partly, be determined by metabolic and cardiovascular 317	

strain, as perceived exertion has been associated with higher lactate and ventilation as well as 318	

with heart rate (42), which also has been linked to more negative feelings (43). Significantly 319	

higher blood lactate concentration after SIT than MICT indicates considerably larger 320	

contribution from anaerobic metabolism for energy production in SIT, as of course can be 321	

expected. Somewhat elevated lactate levels also after MICT suggests that, despite being 322	

performed at the intensity of only 60 % of peak workload, MICT intensity was close to 323	



vigorous for these subjects. However, in the present study we did not observe associations 324	

between blood lactate concentration and perceived exertion or affective measures.  325	

Interestingly, although SIT and HIIT induce similar negative perceptual and affective 326	

responses in comparison with MICT, it has been suggested that shorter-duration interval bouts 327	

may be more tolerable for novice exercisers (35). Perceptual responses and enjoyment have 328	

been found more positive during shorter than longer intervals in inactive obese individuals 329	

(35,44), thus speculatively, sprint bouts even shorter than 30 seconds might be favoured over 330	

few minutes intervals.  331	

As the affective and perceptual responses regarding the first bout exposure 332	

might promote MICT over SIT, the development of these responses over time and repeated 333	

sessions of SIT have remained less documented. Considering the adoption of a new exercise 334	

routine, it is intriguing that perceived exertion, arousal, and displeasure experienced during 335	

exercise attenuate regardless of the training mode already within six training sessions as 336	

shown here and previously in healthy sedentary middle-aged men (22). These finding accord 337	

also with previous work demonstrating attenuated perceived exertion and leg pain in response 338	

to six days of SIT in young active individuals (45). Such alleviations are likely due to rapid 339	

adaptations in physiological systems such as metabolic, neuromuscular, cardiovascular, and 340	

respiratory systems, as well as improvements in pain tolerance and in psychological and 341	

cognitive elements. Furthermore, we found that stress and pain were significantly higher and 342	

positive affect and satisfaction were significantly lower after the first sessions of SIT than 343	

MICT, but the disparities in these measures abolished in fact after three exercise sessions. The 344	

notable drop in post-SIT ratings of pain, as well as the clear increase in positive affect over 345	

six exercise sessions in addition to growing exercise motivation after SIT may indicate that 346	

exercise enjoyment increases in response to repeated SIT. Importantly, SIT does not seem to 347	

worsen the feelings of fatigue and pain in insulin resistant subjects, which might compromise 348	



regular exercise. These positive affective adaptations to repeated training likely facilitates 349	

exercise adherence, as found previously in people with prediabetes, who were able to 350	

maintain regular HIIT program independently for one month following a brief supervised 351	

laboratory intervention (34). Yet further research investigating the complex and dynamic 352	

elements of long-term adherence to SIT is required, since the decision-making and 353	

psychological factors that underlie the initiation of a new exercise pattern are not necessarily 354	

the same that help to sustain the routine (46,47). 355	

Our secondary finding was that untrained insulin resistant and healthy 356	

individuals show relatively similar affective responses during SIT and MICT, yet adaptation 357	

to repeated SIT appears somewhat more positive in insulin resistant than healthy subjects. 358	

Diabetes is typically accompanied with obesity and low cardiorespiratory fitness, which may 359	

in part exacerbate the aversion for physical activity and exercise. Higher exercise intensities 360	

may elicit more negative perceptual changes (21) and the changes are even more negative 361	

among sedentary and overweight individuals compared to healthy lean subjects (33). Reckon 362	

with this and that T2DM is often associated with increased pain (48) as well as additional 363	

feelings of fatigue (29), we expected SIT to induce higher perceived exertion and displeasure 364	

in the group of insulin resistant subjects compared with our previous cohort of healthy 365	

sedentary subjects. In line with our hypothesis, we found that subjective pleasantness during 366	

SIT sessions was markedly lower among insulin resistant than in healthy subjects, and 367	

opposite was found in pleasantness during MICT. In contrast, no differences in perceived 368	

exertion, arousal or lactate between healthy and insulin resistant subjects were observed 369	

despite significantly lower cardiorespiratory fitness and higher BMI in the insulin resistant 370	

group. Somewhat surprisingly we observed signs of more positive adaptation to SIT among 371	

insulin resistant than healthy subjects over the training period. The decrease of pre-exercise 372	

pain ratings in the insulin resistant group point to well-established beneficial effects of 373	



exercise on pain management (49). Interestingly, post-SIT ratings of pain decreased and 374	

positive affect increased more in insulin resistant than healthy subjects over six exercise 375	

sessions, whereas post-MICT ratings of positive affect decreased in both groups. Individual 376	

variability in metabolic strain induced by exercise may explain some of the differences 377	

between healthy and insulin resistant subjects, although no correlations were found between 378	

affective responses and physiological measures VO2max, lactate or BMI. Nevertheless, these 379	

findings suggest that SIT may be at least equally well, if not even better, adopted by untrained 380	

insulin resistant than healthy individuals. 381	

 Several issues limited the present study. We examined the affective responses 382	

only during and immediately after exercise, which limits our interpretation of the result only 383	

to these time points. The sample size in the present study was relatively small, and men and 384	

women as well as T2DM and prediabetic subjects were not equally divided between the SIT 385	

and MICT groups. These both were used as factors in the analyses, but because of small sub-386	

groups of men/women and T2DM/prediabetes, we did not test the interactions between other 387	

factors and cannot therefore say whether the training responses were different between men 388	

and women, for example. As there may be differences in exercise affect between men and 389	

women (50), this should be investigated in the future in larger groups of subjects. 390	

Additionally, the sample size calculations of the whole project were based on physiological 391	

variables, while they were the primary outcome measures of the larger project. Thus no power 392	

analysis was performed specifically for affective parameters. Given the fluctuating nature of 393	

affect, all changes observed in perceptual and affective measures may not be induced purely 394	

by exercise. However, for example for the Borg’s scale, reliability (alpha) of the first 395	

workbout RPE measurements (first bout of SIT/10min of MICT) across sessions was 0.90, 396	

suggesting high level of consistency across subjects. It must also be noted that our study did 397	

not include a non-exercise control group. However, the main purpose of this study was to 398	



compare the effects of SIT and MICT directly. The exercise intervention of six training 399	

sessions was short, warranting more research on the long-term development of SIT-induced 400	

affective responses over time. Finally, the training sessions were performed individually in 401	

laboratory conditions under supervision and encouragement. Since social support from family 402	

and personal trainer is a dominant factor in exercise adoption and maintenance within 403	

diabetics (47), and positive feedback during SIT has been linked to higher exercise enjoyment 404	

and satisfaction (51), whether SIT can be initiated, adopted, and sustained independently in 405	

real life by inactive, overweight to obese people with T2DM or prediabetes remain elusive 406	

and require further investigation.  407	

 408	

CONCLUSION 409	

 410	

When comparing first bout exposure of SIT and MICT, SIT undeniably increases perceived 411	

exertion, displeasure and arousal more during exercise, and increases perceived stress, pain 412	

and decreases positive affect more acutely after exercise in untrained, overweight to obese 413	

insulin resistant adults. However, the negative affective responses after exercise improve 414	

significantly within a few training sessions to the level comparable with MICT, and perceived 415	

exertion and displeasure during exercise decline in both exercise modes in response to 416	

repeated training. These findings are encouraging in regards of tolerability of SIT, and 417	

support the potential feasibility of even very intense SIT as an alternative exercise strategy to 418	

untrained people with insulin resistance.  419	
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TABLES 584	

 Table 1. Subject characteristics and training adaptations in the SIT and MICT groups.  585	

	586	
	587	
The results are presented as means (95% CI) for age and height. For all other parameters the 588	

results are presented as model-based means (95% CI). Group p-value indicates whether there 589	

is a level difference between the groups, time p-value displays the mean change between pre- 590	

and post-measurements and group x time p-value indicates whether the mean changes are 591	

different between the groups. HIIT, high-intensity interval training; MICT, moderate-intensity 592	

continuous training; n, number of subjects; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; FFM, fat free 593	

mass; * Fisher's exact test at baseline; † T-test; ‡ HIIT time effect, p = 0.013; § MICT time 594	

effect, p = 0.75. Significant differences are printed in boldface.	595	

 596	

 597	

  598	



FIGURE LEGENDS 599	

 600	

Figure 1. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) (A), affective valence (B) and arousal (C) 601	

during exercise in insulin resistant subjects. In the sprint interval training (SIT) group 602	

assessments were made before exercise and after every 30 s bout, in the moderate-intensity 603	

continuous training (MICT) group assessments were made before exercise and in every 10 604	

minutes. Only the first four bouts have been included for the analysis, since these were 605	

completed across all six sessions of training. *SIT significantly differs from MICT (p<0.05). 606	

Changes of RPE (D), valence (E) and arousal (F) during the training intervention (six training 607	

sessions). No significant interaction of session and group was observed, however the groups 608	

are plotted separately for visual purpose. The values are least squares means and the error bars 609	

represent 95% confidence intervals.  610	



 611	

Figure 2. Affective responses before and after sprint interval training (SIT) and moderate-612	

intensity continuous training (MICT) sessions in insulin resistant subjects. *Post-value of 613	

MICT is significantly different (p<0.05) from corresponding post-value of SIT. The values 614	

are least squares means and the error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.  615	



 616	

Figure 3. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) (A), affective valence (B) and arousal (C) after 617	

the fourth bout of sprint interval training (SIT) and after 40 min of moderate-intensity 618	

continuous training (MICT) in healthy and insulin resistant groups. The exercise sessions are 619	

illustrated separately for visual purpose. The values are least squares means and the error bars 620	

represent 95% confidence intervals.  621	
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 622	

Figure 4. Affective responses before (A-B) and after (C-D) sprint interval training (SIT) and 623	

moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) in healthy and insulin resistant subjects. The 624	

values are least squares means and the error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.  625	
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